"HVE FOR THE SYMBOLS AT YOUR DOOR**
I wondered at the time whether the place has any associations for
you. I couldn't somehow connect you with that part of the
country.. ."
No, of course he could not. My ancestors on the Rakonitz
side, the distaff side, the only ones he knew about, originally came
up the Danube from Pressburg to Vienna and spread out from there
to Paris and London. I was devoted to my father, but his family
chronicles held absolutely no significance for me. I had never
known my paternal grandparents nor any of their generation.
He had come to live in England permanently when he was still
a small boy, and unlike the Rakonitzes, he seemed to have forgotten
the place where he kept his memory. So I only just knew, without
any romantic interest, that my great-grandfather had been born
near Bremen. Yet to an incurable pattern-monger like myself, it
was inevitable that I should wonder for a moment at the strangeness
of a great-great-grandmother holding a baby son in her arms, in the
very place where far ahead in time, tiis baby's great-granddaughter
would be given a chance to cock a symbolic snook at them down
from the night sky.
Coincidences are still the funny little hieroglyphics of which
we can make no sense, but'which tantalize us nevertheless with the
promise that some day they may be deciphered. As it happened,
I had never heard of the famous Meissener Monkey Band in porce-
lain until, in 1938, an Irish girl staying with me triumphantly
brought me a present of the monkey fiddler with a chip off his
cocked hat. She had seen it in a junk-shop and thought I might
like it to stand on my mantelpiece in Albany. I was delighted
with it, and she courteously concealed the surprise she must have
felt at my ignorance in not knowing that when fully assembled
there were forty-four pieces or more to the complete orchestra.
I valued my debonair monkey so much that he had a special little
mourning ceremony in my mind when he disappeared with the
rest of my things in that October air-raid of 1940. Living down
in the country, I forgot his existence; but three years later, driving
home to Albany again, past a treasurer-shop off Piccadilly, I said
to my companion in the taxi: "Look; they have several of the
Meissener Monkey Band in that window. How I wish I could
afford to buy one!" And because she was as ignorant as I had
been when the fiddler was first given to me, I spattered her in
rather a lordly way with all the connoisseur information I had
then acquired on the subject.
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